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Ott Imprimeurs adds Komori GL-840 H-UV-L (LED) perfector to press room
French-based printing company Ott Imprimeurs has decided to replace a Komori GL-840 H-UV perfecting
press in their 6.600 sq. metre press room in Wasselonne, Bas-Rhin. Created more than 130 years ago, this
company has always been at the forefront of technology.
To aim for the highest level of customer satisfaction, the working methods and machinery of Ott are constantly
evolving. The company remains at the forefront of technical progress and performance, especially with this
new installation.
The new GL-840 H-UV L (LED) perfecting press will replace a first-generation GL-840P H-UV, becoming the
3rd Komori press in the production area, next to a GL-440 H-UV-L and GL-540 with coater. This investment
results in the 6th Komori machine since the beginning of this partnership in 2012, making Ott a true ‘Komori
printing house’.
The Komori GL-840P with H-UV-L is known for its printing speed of 15,000 sph, while offering possibilities to
commercial printers due to the 720x1,030 maximum sheet size. With a numerous of installed features
including the fast A-APC plate changer, OTT will increase their productivity even further. The H-UV technology
lets sheets dry instantly, which reduces production time, improves quality and enables customers to deliver to
their customers faster.
François Trollé, General Sales Manager for Komori France: “I am pleased to say that Ott Imprimeurs have
chosen another Komori press. They have been a longstanding customer, familiar with the workings of our
equipment and how to utilise those to their best interest. I am confident this press will help OTT meet their
customers’ demands better than before and I am excited for them to start printing on it following the
installation in May.”
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